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This poster presents modeling of JET hybrid discharges with dominant

electron heating:

1. Interpretative: to have consistent picture of heating and current drive.

2. Predictive: both with empirical Bohm/gyroBohm model and with first 

principle GKF23 model, aiming at a better understanding of the 

confinement improvement in the hybrid regime.

3. The best performing model is used to make predictions to guide 

future experiments, planned in the fall of 2006 in JET:

a. In past experiments the j profile was not really steady. What 

adaptation, in terms of LH power level and timing of main heating, 

is needed to get steady state j with q(0) ≃≃≃≃ 1 and wide low s region?

b. One would also like to test scenarios with q(0) ~ 1.2 or 1.3. How 

much LHCD is needed for this, and what is the expected impact of

q(0) > 1 on confinement?

c. The ICRH resonance location can be varied to some extent. Which 

location gives optimum confinement ?

Figure 4. Effect of chosen Te in preheat 

phase and of LH CD efficiency (εLH) on q 

profile evolution.

Red: high Te; εLH =1;

Green: Te reduced by 20% up to 8 s;

Blue: Te as green; εLH =0.6.

Upper panel: Te(0) (plus Ti(0) ,dashed); 

middle: q(0); lower: total LH driven current 

CRONOS simulations of JET pulse 62779 have shown that:

a. Interpretative modelling can very well reproduce the q profiles as 

prescribed by observed MHD activity

b. Predictive modelling with the empirical Bohm / gyroBohm transport 

model shows a satisfactory reproduction of the measured Te,i profiles 

and a very good match of the q profiles, provided the effect of ExB

shear is taken into account.

c. The GLF23 model gives too low Te,i profiles, regardless of boundary 

conditions and ExB shear 

For future experiments:

a. Increasing LH power does not help to achieve a stable q profile during 

the main heating phase

b. By optimizing the heating location of ICRH, some stabilisation of the q 

profile during the main heating phase with q(0) ~ 1 can be achieved

As the available experimental data is incomplete (Zeff,Ti , toroidal and

poloidal rotation), these conclusions have to be taken with care.

1. One would like to have stable q(0) ~ 1.0;

2. Alternatively, want to have stable q(0) ~ 1.1-1.2. For both :

a. what is best timing of main heating 

b. what is required LH power level

3. Can confinement be improved by varying ICRH resonance location ?

Apart from the issues raised in the previous section, we have to deal with the

unavailability of CXS (Charge eXchange Spectroscopy) data for this dataset:

1. No Ti profile measurement. Instead, only single time trace from the CXS 

(Cristal Spectroscopy) diagnostic available, from which the Ti profile is 

calculated, however with considerable uncertainty, in particular at edge (fig.6)

2. No toroidal rotation (vtor) data. Will be taken from discharge with same plasma 

parameters and same torque (early heating phase of #57822).

As is seen further on, ExB shearing (ωExB) plays significant role in the modelling.

There are 3 ingredients of Erad, hence of ωExB : from vtor, vpol, and∇p;

during the main heating phase the vtor contribution is the dominant one (fig.7).

For the current pulses vpol was not measured; NCLASS calculation indicates that

vpol is smooth, and its contribution to ωExB is small (fig.7).

However, recently it was shown that this assumption is not valid near ITBs [3,4]

Figure 2. Upper: Zeff as measured (red) 

and as used in simulations (green).

Lower: Corresponding ni(0); moreover, 

ne(0) is plotted (cyan).

Unfortunately, the available data suffer from some deficiencies:

a. Zeff : Measurement during NBI is corrupted, leading to unrealistic ni (fig.2);

� therefore, Zeff = 2 throughout the discharge will be assumed. 

b. Te in preheat phase:

- ECE suffers from suprathermals outside rho~0.6;

- ECE systematically higher than LIDAR

� gives certain bandwidth for choice of Te profiles (fig.3)

c. LH Current drive efficiency εLH: standard εLH =1; however, similar hot electron 

discharges in Tore supra were best fitted with εLH = 0.6

3. Interpretative Runs : a. Data Issues

Tokamak discharges in the hybrid 

scenario, with a wide low shear area and 

q(0)~1, have shown improved MHD 

stability at high β.

Realization of such scenarios with 

predominant electron heating is a strong 

step towards its portability to ITER-relevant 

conditions.

Experiments during JET Campaign C14 

have given significant progress in this 

direction: Hybrid regimes with Te > Ti, good 

confinement and small ELM activity at 

heating power up to 22 MW have been 

obtained [1].

Figure 1. Typical hybrid scenario in JET with predominant electron heating. Low 

power LHCD is applied to delay current penetration (middle panel); strong ICRH 

in electron heating scheme is applied to obtain Te>Ti (lower panel). Pulse 62779.

Figure 3. Te profiles at t = 4, 6, 7, 12 s, 

as measured with LIDAR (red) ECE 

(green). In the preheat phase (up to 8 

s) the differences between LIDAR and 

ECE allow a certain bandwidth for the 

simulations (cyan full/dashed).

Interpretative Runs : b. Results

Constraints from MHD analysis:

a. q(0) = 1 reached at ~12 sec � best 

choice is ‘low’ Te and εLH = 0.6 (fig.4)

b. At 14 sec the outer m/n=1/1 and 4/3 

surfaces are at 3.20 and 3.32 m.

� this is fulfilled very well (fig.5)

Figure 5. q profile at 14 sec, mapped 

onto real space, for the interpretative run 

with ‘low’ choice of Te and with εLH =0.6.

The 1/1 and 4/3 surfaces, as pinned down 

by MHD analysis, are matched very well.

Predictive runs of pulse 62779 : b. Results

Predictive runs of pulse 62779 : c. Conclusions

In the following, results of simulations with 2 models are shown:

Empirical Bohm/gyroBohm, and first principle model GLF23.

We concentrate on Te,i , q profiles (fig.8), and time traces of Te,i(0), q(0) (fig.9);

some χe,i profiles are given in Fig.13.

Results for Te,i :

a. significant effect of ωExB (better match with data) in Bohm/gyroBohm case;

b. Bohm/gyroBohm model sensitive to boundary conditions

c. GLF23 gives always too low Te,i and too high q(0); boundary conditions and 

ωExB have only little effect;

Results for q :

a. Bohm/gyroBohm: very good match of MHD constraints with suitable boundary 

conditions (Te,I (a) = 100 / 300 eV in preheat / main heating phase)

b. GLF23: always far too high central q.

The best reproduction of the experiment, in terms of

Te,i profiles: shape ok, absolute value within 10-20 %

q profiles: MHD constraints at 12 and 14 sec matched

was obtained with the Bohm/gyroBohm model, assuming

ωExB effect

realistic boundary conditions

Therefore, this will be the basis of further predictive modelling (next section)

Figure 6. Smoothed calculated Ti
profiles for pulse 62779 around 9 

and 11 s (blue), compared with Ti
measured with CXS (mapped onto 

dimensionless co-ordinates) for a 

similar discharge

Figure 7. Upper panel: Erad (red) and its 

components Etor, (green), Epol (blue), Epre
(magenta). Lower panel: ωExB during pre-

heat (7 s, left) and main heating (12 s, right). a. Effect of LHCD on q profile

Figure 10. Time traces of q(0) in 

interpretative (upper) and predictive 

(lower panel) runs. Red: PLH as in 

experiment (0.5 MW); blue: PLH 3 times 

higher; green: PLH 3 times higher only in 

main heating phase (from 9 s)..

Conclusions:

1. Increasing LH power in preheat phase keeps q profile much too high.

2. Increasing LH power only during main heating does only help a little bit to 

achieve a stable q profile ; apparently the LH current drive is located too 

centrally in this phase

b. Effect of location of ICRH

In the given data ICRF heating was centered at ~0.2 (0.4) for electrons (ions).

Locating ICRH more off-axis might help to create flatter Te inside and steeper

gradient further outside� Less peaked inductive j ; and  jboot more off axis.

This might help to achieve stable q profile with q(0) > 1

c. Effect of timing of main heating

This will be subject of further investigation …
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Figure 8. Te , Ti and q profiles@14 s (left, middle, right panels, respectively) 

for the Bohm/gyroB and GLF23 models (upper and lower panels, respectively).

Red: experimental data; Green / Cyan: no/with ExB shear taken into account;

Full / Dashed lines: lower / higher boundary values for Te , Ti .
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Figure 9. Te(0) Ti(0) and q(0) time traces ; colours etc as in Figure 8
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Figure 11, 12. Results of simulations with the Bohm/gyroBohm model under 

different assumptions of pe,RF.

Red: experimental pe,RF; Blue/magenta: pe,RF centered around 0.4 in stead of 

0.2 with/without consistent recalculation of the LH driven current.

Left: central time traces; right: profiles @ 12 s.

Conclusions:

a. Further off-axis ICRF helps to delay the decrease of q(0), without reaching 

fulI stabilisation of the q profile;

b. Not much effect on χe,I is observed

Figure 13. Profiles of χe,I at 12 s.

Red: from experiment; Blue/cyan: 

Bohm/gyroBohm model without/with 

ExB shear taken into accountaand

experimental power density profiles; 

Green: with pe,RF centered around 0.4 

in stead of 0.2.

A strong reduction of χe,I due to ExB

shear is seen between ρ=0.1 and 0.6; 

the change of pe,RF location hardly 

effects the χe,I profiles.

CRONOS is used, which contains modules to analyze power and driven

current density profiles of the heating systems used [2];

all modelling is based on JET pulse 62779, taking initial profiles at 4 s.

2. Modelling
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